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Universal remote control BroadLink/BestCon RM4C PRO
BroadLink RM4C Pro universal remote control
The  BroadLink  RM4C  Pro  infrared  universal  remote  control  allows  you  to  remotely  control  various  IR  devices  in  your  home.  It  is
compatible with equipment from many manufacturers,  and you can also pair  it  with Google's  smart  assistant or  Alexa.  The product is
easy to  use,  works  within  a  360° range and supports  315/433 MHz frequencies.  It  stores  IR  codes in  the cloud.  Moreover,  the special
Broadlink app provides convenient control of the devices.
 
 
 
 
Broad compatibility
With the BroadLink RM4C Pro remote control, you can conveniently control almost all your IR devices. The product supports TVs, audio
equipment, and even fans. At the same time, it is compatible with most popular brands such as Sony, Samsung, Panasonic and Philips,
for example. So you don't have to worry about it not working properly with your devices.
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Remote control, creating schedules, timers and scenes
The remote control works with the dedicated Broadlink app and provides many possibilities for remote control of your devices. Not only
can you turn them on and off remotely, you can also set timers and schedules for them. And that's not all! Create entire scenarios for
certain devices and have them start up in predetermined situations, like when you come home or turn on the lights. The choice is yours!
 
 
 
 
Voice control
The possibilities for remote control with the BroadLink remote don't end there. The product is compatible with Amazon Alexa and Google
Assistant, which means that when you pair it with your smart assistant of choice, you can control your devices by voice. Want to turn on
the lights or turn off the TV? Speak a simple command and watch your home adjust to you.
 
 
 
 
Powerful cloud storage capabilities
The device  supports  manual  learning of  IR  code.  The recorded data  is  stored in  the cloud.  This  means you can almost  always access
them  conveniently.  They  are  also  updated  in  real  time.  The  remote  stores  about  50000  IR  codes,  which  gives  you  almost  unlimited
possibilities - you can connect all your compatible devices to it without much trouble.
 
 
 
 
Reliable connection
Thanks to the modern FastCon technology, you can enjoy a simple, fast and stable connection between the remote control and your IR
equipment. Forget about complicated configuration and problems with signal transmission quality. BroadLink enables instant, easy and
reliable pairing in almost any situation. All you have to do is reach for your smartphone and operate your devices the way you want!
 
 
 
Product Parameters

Model
RM4C Pro
Communication
Wi-Fi 802.11 b / g / n (2,4 GHz)
Power consumption
≤ 1W
Power supply
AC100 ～ 240 V, AC 50/60 Hz
Input voltage
5V DC
IR frequency
38 K
IR Control Range
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≤8 m (typical)
RF Control Range
50 m (line of sight)
RF frequency
433 MHz, 315 MHz
Size
85x50x65 mm
Weight
95 g
 

Preço:

€ 27.99

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control
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